Removing Data Obstacles
for Salesforce Users
Connecting your Salesforce
platform to data sources inside
and outside of the organization has
multiple beneﬁts, from increased
operational efﬁciency to data-driven
competitive advantages.
However, connecting these data
sources, sometimes across a
hybrid-cloud ecosystem, can be
challenging, often requiring
specialist but time-limited
resource.
IBM gives you the tools to expose
data from critical business systems
and to connect it to your Salesforce
platform, regardless of skillset –
allowing you to unlock its value
faster than ever before.

#1

Barrier to deriving insights from Salesforce
is poor access to data, both inside and
outside the Salesforce Platform1

39%

of companies that have integrated clouds
cite their data as a competitive advantage
or strategic asset1

Only

28%

Salesforce Platform Developer

Application administrator/
developer, Shadow Integrator, IT

Integration Specialist

Who

Quickly connect data across multiple
cloud and on-premises applications
to the Salesforce platform.
Speed is of the essence – utilize
conﬁguration based tooling to connect
data sources without waiting in a long
queue for Central IT to provide access.

Quickly connect applications and expose
data as APIs using a model-driven
approach for use in App builder, Process
builder or directly from your Apex code

Integration Specialists,
IT Architects and Specialists
Expose data from enterprise
systems to be consumed via
Salesforce Connect.

What

Synchronize data between Salesforce
and any other systems either as a batch
or as events when records change in
either system.
Connect Salesforce Platform Events
into enterprise applications to drive
real-time updates

Use data exposed from systems to build
employee-facing Lightning applications
Utilize simple but powerful tooling to
perform repeatable integration tasks easily,
with or without deep technical expertise

of companies that have yet to integrate
clouds state data as a competitive
advantage1

How

IBM App Connect offers connectivity to any
system or endpoint and the ability to perform
a range of functions that bring together and
make sense of disparate data
User-speciﬁc tooling allows central IT to
expose data for application development teams
to utilize with their own tooling experiences

Get more out of your Salesforce data by connecting to enterprise
systems and SaaS with IBM Cloud Integration for Salesforce

1-2-3 Connect! Get access to the data
you need wherever it is. Break the reliance
on OData and connect to ANY endpoint
you need.

Quickly and securely expose data from
enterprise systems and integrate it with
your Salesforce platform or expose
Salesforce data beyond the platform.

Focus on the App not the integration.
Handle the complexity of source data
structures and generate APIs through
our simple model based approach

Powerful integration tooling ensures
connectivity to any endpoint and the ability
to transform, enrich and distribute data

Serve-yourself tooling means you can
skip the IT queue and get your projects
done in minutes instead of weeks.

Expose information as APIs to application
developers building new applications

Unlock the full potential of your Salesforce platform with IBM Cloud Integration for Salesforce
Learn more about how IBM Cloud Integration for Salesforce can help your business
Read how IBM's integration portfolio can help with adoption of SaaS in large enterprises
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